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Creatively inclined since her
Gulzar, daughter of legendary parents Rakhee and Gulzar
speaks about the making of the
with Preeti Thandi for the Weekly
Voice:

It is a question that still haunts a
nation - Who killed Aarushi Talwar? The Noida Double Murder
case still appears on the media radar and now audiences in Toronto
will have the opportunity to delve
further into the mystery courtesy
of TIFF. Meghna Gulzar’s 'Talvar' gets its world premiere at this
year’s 40th Toronto International
Film Festival as a Special Presentation on September 14, 2015.
Written and produced by Vishal

When did you get involved in
Vishal Bhardwaj, me and my
family go back such a long way
but it was very strange that working together never occurred to
us for some reason. But I guess
they say there is a time for everything. It was something that
he threw at me and said would
you like to do this and I said well
yes sure, I would love to do this.
It is very strange because I had
been following the case since
the time it broke in 2008. It was
only about 2 years ago when the

Khan, Konkana Sen Sharma and
Neeraj Kabi.
Backed by intensive research, director Meghna Gulzar
takes an objective approach to
present the different points of
view on the case and its investigation. Irrfan Khan plays the investigator and Neeraj Kabi and
Konkana Sen Sharma portray,
the dentist couple who were suspected of honour killing and later
convicted and sentenced to life
imprisonment in 2013.

by which time the investigations
were over and done with, the trial
was almost coming to an end and
I just decided to grab it. I am really fortunate that it came my way.

Knowing that it is real, was it
matter?
Extremely, because it is not a biopic, people are real so the screen-

there any legal elements in-

fed a story that this man and this
woman are capable of killing their
sons to validate that belief. So if
the mother appears on television
and doesn’t cry as expected it will
give you a validation for your belief.
The case is still in the news with
a recent book and the Talwar’s
also have relatives in Toronto.
Were you in touch with them?
No not really, I know they have
relatives in Toronto, I have read
her pieces during the course of my
research in the Toronto Star. In the
preliminary time we spoke to a lot
of people connected with the case.
I have spoken to Avirook Sen but
I haven’t had the chance to read
the book.

of murder and blood but for
me it was my most vulnerdecided to be completely
objective in presenting all
the points of view. I had to
block myself mentally from
being aware of the fact that
these are not characters,
these are actual people, this
actually happened.

the institution of family really came under attack because yes we do say that

broke. So it was 4000 news articles, conversations with all kinds
of people connected with the case,
the investigators etc. and what
was apparent was that there were
differing theories, where the suspects differed, the murder weapon
differed, the reasons for the killing differed and that is actually
what grabbed us and we said that
there is no way to solve this mystery. The best way to do it was to
completely clinically present each
theory with equal fairness and
with as much conviction as the
investigative team that put it up
had in it.

What kind of research went

play is their life’s trajectory. It is supposed to be this

This case has changed
the mindset of the nation.
Has it affected you in any
way?
When the story started unfolding it started with a domestic help murdering and
running away, strangely it
did not gather that much
spotlight because these
were common occurrences
at that time. But a day later
when the domestic help’s
body was found that’s
when everybody actually
woke up and started noticing the case and then the
story that came tumbling
out about the father and the
parents being involved. I

volved?
Of course there is legal advice
involved when so much investment is at stake. There was
really intensive research. Along
with covering the trial one had to
also back track and cover every-

we have honor killings in
India and we have female
foeticide but we believe
that it doesn’t happen to
people like us - the educated, working middle class. It
happens in the villages with
the tribals. This brought it
into our living rooms. That
is what shook me a lot then
and with subsequent cases
like the one going on right
now. I really shudder to
think of what children feel
when they hear a news like
this because we raise them
to believe that your parents

will love you and look after
you and protect you unconditionally all your life no
matter what.
Do you think the role of
ple’s verdict? The case is
disturbing on many levels.
One of the early tag line
double edged sword” and
therefore I would say that
the role of the media is also
double edged. You cannot
entirely lay the blame on

the media because the media is
reporting what happens in society
like this it is because society is
It is what the media was fed, they
were not investigating the case, it
was the information that was fed
to them which is happening all
over again even now. They were
feeding them what they believed
at the time that is why we have
differing accounts of the same incident. Every team that investigated had tremendous conviction in
their theories and that is what they
were reporting. If you are overtly

What do you hope to accomThere is a lack of sense of closure.
There are a lot of unanswered
questions so we are not saying
that we dare to answer those questions but we need to bring those
unanswered questions to a platform where they are at least addressed so the journey of closure
can begin.

